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MR. MILLER:   Q   Okay.  Now I'd like to move on to your 

role as provincial reliability coordinator.  Sorry, 

there are two more topics I have to address, I missed 

one and skipped over it.  

If I can direct your attention to page 19 

of the witness aid.  This is talking about your 

internal oversight and monitoring of your system 

storage and how you make decisions.  On page 19 is a 

response to BCUC IR 2.5.2.1, and in the first 

paragraph, the second sentence says, 

"In the Energy Studies optimization, the 

forecast of drivers (inflows, load, market 

prices etc.) and system conditions that are 

closer in time to the present will generally 

have a larger impact on the near-term results 

than those same factors further out in time"   

And then if you turn the page to page 20, 

in the second paragraph -- I guess it's the first full 

paragraph on that page, it states, 

"It is important to note that the Energy Studies 

and other models are decision support tools that 

inform decisions by managing them." 

Do you see that? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   I want to ask you some questions about 

the decisions by management.  So when BC Hydro decides 
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to either export or import, what are the internal 

oversights and reporting processes leading up to the 

execution of that decision apart from what the energy 

study may tell you? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   So, there is threshold limits of what 

I can change when changing a threshold price.  So when 

I say management decisions versus what's coming out of 

the energy studies, like the energy studies is a 

model, so it always informs.  And then we look at it 

to see what else has changed, and if there is 

something changed, should we move it up or down or 

not?  But the sign off authority is that I can change 

threshold sale prices up to four dollars, and beyond 

that it goes to the EVP, executive vice president. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Is that Ms. Daschuk? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   No, at the moment it's David Wong is 

signing off on energy studies. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Okay.  If I can direct your attention to 

page 59 of the witness aid?  This is a response to the 

panel information request 2.7.8.  In the first 

paragraph of the response, a statement is made that, 

Proceeding Time 3:43 p.m. T61 

"BC Hydro reviews the forecast of key 

drivers to the energy study models weekly to 

see how they compare for those used for the 

most recent energy study to see how they 

PDF Page 2
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would impact the major results from the 

energy study." 

 You see that? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes  

MR. MILLER:   Q   Now, considering the review is performed 

weekly and that the energy studies are run monthly, 

can you explain when would Hydro adjust its key driver 

forecast to the energy study models if there's a 

discrepancy identified in the weekly review? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   So the energy studies is run monthly 

and as we enter the month the new data has started to 

be collected, but as we're going through the month, if 

we see something happening that means we want to 

change the threshold sale price, then we would do it 

at that time.  So that's what's meant by the key 

drivers because those key drivers are the things that 

are really driving the results of the energy studies, 

so we watch them carefully to see if they're on track 

with what the energy studies was expected.  And if 

they're not then we can decide, does that mean that we 

need to change what we're doing?  And we use some of 

those spreadsheet models that I talked about earlier 

to be able to do those adjustments.  So that's why 

it's important that we monitor those weekly and we 

make adjustments as needed. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Thank you.  Can I direct your attention 

PDF Page 3
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against the Cost of Energy… Powerex transacts under the TPA to execute 
these sales (section 5.1 of the TPA) or purchases (sections 5.2 and 5.3).

1.23.5 Please specify the Threshold Sale Price and/or Threshold 
Purchase Price under the Transfer Pricing Agreement when the 
system is: i) in deficit; and ii) in surplus, respectively.

RESPONSE:

BC Hydro defines a surplus to be the amount by which system inflows plus 
deliveries from EPA contracts exceeds load, and a deficit to be a negative surplus.

The specific values of the Threshold Sale Price or Threshold Purchase Price that 
are set from time to time will depend on the volume of the expected surplus or 
deficit as well as forward prices for electricity at Mid-C. These threshold prices are 
calculated using the Energy Study models, and estimated to achieve the 
forecasted volumes of sales or purchases.

In general, the smaller the surplus or the higher the forward price curve, the 
higher the Threshold Sale Price, and the smaller the deficit or the lower the 
forward price curve, the lower the Threshold Purchase Price.

PDF Page 4
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16.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 4-15 

1.16.1 Please provide the expected average price for the Mid-C forward 
monthly market for the next three years.

RESPONSE:

The average forward price for electricity at Mid-C as of October 2018 was 
$25.84 USD per MWh for fiscal 2020, $24.95 USD per MWh for fiscal 2021, and 
$27.97 USD per MWh for fiscal 2022. 
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16.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1, page 4-15 

1.16.2 Please provide the expected average price for market sales 
BC Hydro expects Powerex to achieve for BC Hydro for the next 
three years.

RESPONSE:

Row 21 of Schedule 4.0 on page 38 in Appendix A to the Application shows the 
expected average price of BC Hydro’s Surplus Sales for the next two years to be 
40.30 and 36.10 $CAD/MWh for fiscal 2020 and 2021 respectively. The third year is 
outside of the test period.
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consolidated net revenue while satisfying 

domestic integrated systems requirements and 

contractual obligations." 

 Correct? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes, that's correct. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Now, is it possible that meeting 

domestic load and maximizing consolidated net revenue 

could be conflicting objectives, and if so, explain 

why or why not? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   No, I don't think they are, because 

the -- I guess within the energy studies the first 

thing you have to do is meet load, and then how we're 

meeting it is to then maximize the consolidated net 

revenue.  So I don't see that as a conflict.  It's 

more like meeting the load is a given as part of the 

modeling and it's part of how we operate. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Now, if I can direct your attention to 

page 25 of the witness aid, please.  This is a 

response to BCUC IR 1.20.4.1.  And in the response in 

the third paragraph the statement is made: 

"High market prices during the summer of fiscal 

2019 meant that the forecast at optimal 

operation was to sell energy, draw down System 

Storage and refill System Storage in the 

following year." 

 Correct? 
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MR. MILLER:   Q   And when you say, "market price," is 

that a reference to the price that Hydro sells into 

the market or the price at which BC Hydro sells to 

Powerex? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   It would be the price that BC Hydro 

sells to Powerex, which is based on the Mid-C price.  

So during that summertime period the Mid-C prices were 

quite high and BC Hydro was selling to Powerex, who 

was then selling the energy.  

Proceeding Time 2:11 p.m. T45 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Okay, now if we can turn to page 27 of 

the witness aid.  This is transcript page 1479 and 

it's a discussion between you, Ms. Matthews, and Mr. 

Austin and at line 3 of page 27 of the witness aid you 

say: 

"I mean, in particular the summer that year we 

saw really high market opportunities to be 

selling and we did make those sales.  It was at 

$76." 

 And then on line 21, down towards the bottom of the 

page you state, in the second half the response: 

"…we had made a lot of sales in July and August 

because the price was really high, at times it 

was over a hundred." 

 Okay? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yeah. 
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MR. MILLER:   Q   Now, I understand $76 was considered a 

high market price, as refenced by your response at the 

top of the page.  Is there a threshold or a benchmark 

that is used to determine whether a price in 

considered high in the context of making sales?  How 

do you determine what a high price is, is it relative 

to something? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   So just to clarify these numbers, 76 I 

think was the average price we received across the 

month and then what the paragraph lower down is saying 

is that during that time period there was days when 

the price was over the 76, it was, you know, above 100 

and there's probably days when it was less than 76.  

It was, you know, probably in the 50s or something, so 

the 76 is the average that we could receive during the 

month.  

  But to your question of how do we define 

"high" and whether it's relative to anything, I think 

I spoke of some time when I was up in January about 

when we have surplus sales we set a threshold sales 

price and that price, the signal for us comes from the 

energy studies of what we expect, and so if we have 

more volume to sell we might have to lower the price 

so that we can make sure we have those sales.  

  So I guess I don't really have a relative 

number for you other than that at that time it was a 
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lot higher than where our threshold sales price was.   

  I would also note though that if you looked 

just at average prices of the Mid-C market over the 

last number of years they've been in the $30 range and 

they've been pretty consistently fairly flat, you 

know, maybe going up five/ten dollars per megawatt 

hour as a max.  So seeing something that was that 

high, going up into the hundreds, was something that 

hadn't happened as recently.  And so to your question, 

I guess, of what's relative, certainly those were high 

relative to what had been seen for the last number of 

years in the market for a sustained high price.  

MR. MILLER:   Q   So I believe in your response you 

referenced a threshold market price.  Is that coming 

from the modelling? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   So the threshold sale price that BC 

Hydro sets is informed by the Energy Studies modeling, 

so yes.  The model provides basin prices, marginal 

values of our basins, and then we're using that 

information to set threshold sale or buy prices, for 

the most part.   

  I would add though that we do adjust those 

when needed.  I mean, the energy studies is once per 

month.  So if something has happened in between those 

times we'll  us some of these other more simpler 

models to make an adjustment on that price. 

PDF Page 10
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against the Cost of Energy… Powerex transacts under the TPA to execute 
these sales (section 5.1 of the TPA) or purchases (sections 5.2 and 5.3).

1.23.6 Please explain the criteria and conditions under which “BC Hydro
system has the ability to accommodate these transactions.”

RESPONSE:

BC Hydro calculates the limits on the ability of the system to import or export 
energy for both day-ahead and real time markets. The criteria and conditions used 
in these calculations include loads, inflows, unit and plant outages, unit 
generating capacities, water license and other regulatory constraints, dam safety, 
and transmission-related generation constraints.

Section 6.3 of the Transfer Pricing Agreement states that the right of Powerex to 
sell electricity to BC Hydro is subject to Surplus System Capability being 
available, the capability of the transmission system and BC Hydro’s rights to use 
the transmission system. 

Surplus System Capability is the measure, at any time and as determined by 
BC Hydro, of the capability of BC Hydro’s system to decrease generation in order 
to allow purchases of electricity and/or to increase generation to allow additional 
sales of electricity, while meeting all domestic load requirements. 
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30.0 D. CHAPTER 4 – COST OF ENERGY

Reference: COST OF ENERGY
Exhibit B-1, Appendix DD, pp. 11–12
Monthly Energy Study – Market Risks

BC Hydro on page 11 of Appendix DD to the Application states “[t]he Market 
Model was last reviewed externally in 2005. The basic methodology behind the 
model has been more or less unchanged for many years, but model code was 
rewritten as part of the Comet Improvement Project implemented in 2016. Model 
parameters are updated yearly based on the availability of new observations.”

BC Hydro further states on page 12 of Appendix DD:

One area of improvement relates to price inputs into the Market Model. 
Considerations should be given to incorporate the California market prices 
into the Market Model to obtain better water values. Main inputs to the 
Market Model include forward market prices for gas at Henry Hub and 
forward prices for electricity at Mid-C. The forecasted power prices for 
different US markets such as California are a significant factor for the 
calculated BC Hydro marginal prices, and decisions on import/export and 
generation.

1.30.1 Please explain how obtaining better water values by incorporating 
California market prices impacts BC Hydro’s Cost of Energy 
forecast.

RESPONSE:

The water values impact the Cost of Energy in the following ways:

The determination of the threshold purchase and sale prices;

The forecasted dispatch of generation units; and

The cost of outages (timing and duration).

The internal audit report on the Energy Studies Process provided a series of 
recommendations and associated management action plans (pages 13 and 14 of 
Appendix DD), one of which is “consider adding California pricing to the Market 
Model to obtain better water values.” As a result of the internal audit 
recommendation, management committed to initiate a policy review on the use of 
California pricing in the Energy Studies.
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BC Hydro does not participate in external markets, and transacts exclusively with 
Powerex Corp. at the BC border. As a result, BC Hydro does not include market 
prices in, or transmission transfer capability to, more remote markets, including 
California, in the Energy Study models that inform BC Hydro’s Cost of Energy 
forecast. The availability of supply and the market prices at Mid-C reflect 
expected demand and supply conditions in the Pacific Northwest, which in turn is 
influenced by the amount and price of supply available to be transmitted to or 
from others regions such as California or the Desert Southwest to or from the 
Pacific Northwest. Therefore, BC Hydro currently does not intend to explicitly 
incorporate California market prices into the Energy Studies.
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30.0 D. CHAPTER 4 – COST OF ENERGY

Reference: COST OF ENERGY
Exhibit B-1, Appendix DD, pp. 11–12
Monthly Energy Study – Market Risks

BC Hydro on page 11 of Appendix DD to the Application states “[t]he Market 
Model was last reviewed externally in 2005. The basic methodology behind the 
model has been more or less unchanged for many years, but model code was 
rewritten as part of the Comet Improvement Project implemented in 2016. Model 
parameters are updated yearly based on the availability of new observations.”

BC Hydro further states on page 12 of Appendix DD:

One area of improvement relates to price inputs into the Market Model. 
Considerations should be given to incorporate the California market prices 
into the Market Model to obtain better water values. Main inputs to the 
Market Model include forward market prices for gas at Henry Hub and 
forward prices for electricity at Mid-C. The forecasted power prices for 
different US markets such as California are a significant factor for the 
calculated BC Hydro marginal prices, and decisions on import/export and 
generation.

1.30.2 Please discuss whether price inputs into the current Market Model 
capture market risks associated with the Energy Imbalance 
Market.

RESPONSE:

The current Energy Study market model forecasts import and export activity at the 
B.C. border, and includes forward market prices at Henry Hub and forward prices 
for electricity at Mid-C. 

Trading activity by Powerex Corp. in external markets, including in the Energy 
Imbalance Market, is not captured in the modeling. Market risks associated with 
participation in external markets are not included in the current Market Model as 
these market risks are risks managed by Powerex as the entity that participates in 
external markets. 
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30.0 D. CHAPTER 4 – COST OF ENERGY

Reference: COST OF ENERGY
Exhibit B-1, Appendix DD, pp. 11–12
Monthly Energy Study – Market Risks

BC Hydro on page 11 of Appendix DD to the Application states “[t]he Market 
Model was last reviewed externally in 2005. The basic methodology behind the 
model has been more or less unchanged for many years, but model code was 
rewritten as part of the Comet Improvement Project implemented in 2016. Model 
parameters are updated yearly based on the availability of new observations.”

BC Hydro further states on page 12 of Appendix DD:

One area of improvement relates to price inputs into the Market Model. 
Considerations should be given to incorporate the California market prices 
into the Market Model to obtain better water values. Main inputs to the 
Market Model include forward market prices for gas at Henry Hub and 
forward prices for electricity at Mid-C. The forecasted power prices for 
different US markets such as California are a significant factor for the 
calculated BC Hydro marginal prices, and decisions on import/export and 
generation.

1.30.3 Please discuss the extent to which exposure to the Energy 
Imbalance Market affects decisions on import/export and
generation.

RESPONSE:

BC Hydro does not make decisions on specific imports and exports to or from 
specific external markets, including the Energy Imbalance Market (EIM). BC Hydro 
specifies the system capability made available to Powerex to facilitate the import 
or export of energy. Powerex exclusively makes decisions on its participation in 
external markets, of which the EIM is just one of multiple options. Powerex makes
decisions to import or export energy consistent with the overall BC Hydro system 
capability and availability communicated to Powerex by BC Hydro. 
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17.0 Powerex Exports/Imports – Market Purchases & Surplus Sales

Reference: BC Hydro RRA pages 1-46, 2-6 and 4-6 

BC Hydro states on footnote 48 of page 1-46 of the Application: 
“The costs of Market Electricity Purchases, Surplus Sales, Net Purchases (Sales) 
from Powerex and Domestic Transmission - Export were previously distributed 
into Heritage and Non Heritage Energy costs, based on the Heritage Contract 
threshold of 49,000 GWh. As discussed in Chapter 2, section 2.2.1, as part of the 
Comprehensive Review, the Government of B.C. repealed Direction No. 7 to the 
BCUC, which included the Heritage Contract. The repeal of the Heritage Contract 
has no impact on BC Hydro or ratepayers; however, it provides BC Hydro with 
the flexibility to re-categorize its Cost of Energy for this application by creating a 
third category, Market Energy, which includes the four components – Market 
Electricity Purchases, Surplus Sales, Net Purchases (Sales) from Powerex and 
Domestic Transmission - Export.”

On page 2-6 BC Hydro states:
“As explained in Chapter 8, section 8.9, BC Hydro believes that it continues to be 
appropriate for Powerex’s forecast net income to be included in BC Hydro’s 
revenue requirements and that if Powerex incurs a loss, it should be borne by the 
shareholder. Powerex’s net income continues to be forecast based on the 
historical five year average, and variances between actual net income and 
forecast net income are captured by the Trade Income Deferral Account. If 
Powerex’s actual net income in a given year were to be less than $0, BC Hydro
would only transfer the variance between forecast net income and $0 to the 
Trade Income Deferral Account.”

Pages 4-6 to 4-7 state:
“Market Energy is electricity purchased from or sold to Powerex through transfer 
pricing arrangements between Powerex and BC Hydro. The costs or revenues 
associated with these transactions are allocated to the following categories:

Market Electricity Purchases: This is often referred to as domestic 
purchases and represents market purchases of electricity from Powerex by 
BC Hydro to meet domestic load requirements. This does not 1 include 
purchases included in Net Purchases (Sales) from Powerex. 
Surplus Sales: This is often referred to as domestic sales and represents 
sales of electricity to Powerex, when BC Hydro has generation in excess of 
its domestic load requirements. This does not include sales included in Net 
Purchases (Sales) from Powerex.
Net Purchases (Sales) from Powerex: This is often referred to as trade 
purchases (sales) and represents Powerex purchases/sales from/to 
BC Hydro for the purpose of trade related activities, provided that the 
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BC Hydro system has the ability to accommodate those transactions. These 
are not purchases (sales) for domestic purposes.
Domestic Transmission – Export: This represents transmission costs 
within B.C. related to Surplus Sales.”

Page 8-17 discusses Powerex Net Income:
“In the test period, Trade Income is forecast at $120.6 million per year in 
fiscal 2020 and fiscal 2021 (net of BC Hydro’s allocation of business support
costs as described in section 8.10), and is reflective of Powerex’s average net 
income over the last five years (i.e., fiscal years 2014 through 2018). Using a 
five-year average as the basis of forecasting Trade Income is consistent with 
prior revenue requirement applications and is reasonable given the year-to-year 
volatility in market conditions.”

1.17.5 Please confirm if BC Hydro includes a maximum revenue 
contribution that BC Hydro will transfer to the TIDA account for 
variances between Powerex’s actual and forecast net income. 

RESPONSE:

Not confirmed. There is no maximum revenue contribution or maximum amount 
that BC Hydro will transfer to the Trade Income Deferral Account for variances 
between actual and forecast Trade Income. 
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Exhibit:
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BC Hydro system has the ability to accommodate those transactions. These 
are not purchases (sales) for domestic purposes.
Domestic Transmission – Export: This represents transmission costs 
within B.C. related to Surplus Sales.”

Page 8-17 discusses Powerex Net Income:
“In the test period, Trade Income is forecast at $120.6 million per year in 
fiscal 2020 and fiscal 2021 (net of BC Hydro’s allocation of business support
costs as described in section 8.10), and is reflective of Powerex’s average net 
income over the last five years (i.e., fiscal years 2014 through 2018). Using a 
five-year average as the basis of forecasting Trade Income is consistent with 
prior revenue requirement applications and is reasonable given the year-to-year 
volatility in market conditions.”

1.17.6 Please outline all policies/procedures/rules in place that govern 
export and import capabilities related to Powerex transactions 
(market sales [imports] and surplus sales [exports]) as it relates to 
system planning and rule curve optimization and for protecting 
reservoir levels for domestic load.

RESPONSE:

BC Hydro uses its Energy Study models to optimize the consolidated system to 
maximize net revenue from operations while managing risks associated with low 
and high reservoir elevations.  

To ensure the efficient, safe and reliable operation of the BC Hydro system, 
BC Hydro establishes limits on Powerex’s ability to import and export from the 
BC Hydro system, both in each hour, and over time, as determined exclusively by 
BC Hydro. Limits on the use of the system surplus capability by Powerex are 
communicated by BC Hydro consistent with the Transfer Pricing Agreement. 
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309.0 E. CHAPTER 4 – COST OF ENERGY

Reference: COST OF ENERGY
Exhibit B-1, p. 4-16; Appendix DD, p. 12; Exhibit B-5, 
BCUC IR 29.1, 29.1.1, 30.1, 30.2
Monthly energy study – risk management

On page 4-16 of the Application, BC Hydro states: “[a]s part of minimizing costs 
to ratepayers, BC Hydro’s objective is to maximize ‘expected consolidated net 
revenue from operations.’”

Page 12 of Appendix DD to the Application states: “The forecasted power prices 
for different US markets such as California are a significant factor for the 
calculated BC Hydro marginal prices, and decisions on import/export and 
generation.”

BC Hydro’s response in BCUC IR 29.1 stated that BC Hydro’s objective to 
maximize expected consolidated net revenue is “done on a risk-neutral basis and 
is therefore the same as the objective to maximize risk neutral long-term net 
revenue.”

BC Hydro’s response in BCUC IR 29.1.1 stated: “A risk-neutral operating 
strategy is based on achieving the expected outcome, assuming each of the 
modeled possible outcomes is equally likely, and does not bias towards or 
against favourable or unfavourable outcomes.”

3.309.1 Please explain whether the level of risk undertaken by BC Hydro
increases as a function of maximizing expected consolidated net 
revenue. As part of the response, please explain how this level of 
risk is allocated between BC Hydro’s shareholders and 
ratepayers.

RESPONSE:

This answer also responds to BCUC IR 3.309.2.

There is no risk allocated to the shareholder. Through the Cost of Energy Variance 
accounts, the costs and benefits from the consolidated net revenue from 
operations are allocated to ratepayers.  

BC Hydro manages trade-offs in short-term and long-term risks by modelling the 
system over a five-year time horizon, which takes into account the longer term 
impacts of any shorter term benefits or costs.
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If BC Hydro were to optimize to a different objective such as maximizing total 
generation or minimizing costs from operations, it is not certain whether the risk, 
in terms of variance in the Cost of Energy, would increase or decrease. In general, 
however, the expected long-term benefit to ratepayers would be less than the 
expected benefit obtained from maximizing expected consolidated net revenue 
from operations. If the optimization objective were changed to minimize the 
variance in the Cost of Energy, then the expected consolidated net revenue would 
be lower. For more information about maximizing consolidated net revenue, 
please see section 4.3.3 of Chapter 4 of the Application.  
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Reference: COST OF ENERGY
Exhibit B-1, p. 4-16; Appendix DD, p. 12; Exhibit B-5, 
BCUC IR 29.1, 29.1.1, 30.1, 30.2
Monthly energy study – risk management

BC Hydro’s response to BCUC IR 30.1 in Exhibit B-5 stated: 

BC Hydro does not participate in external markets, and transacts 
exclusively with Powerex Corp. at the BC Border. BC Hydro does not 
include market prices in, or transmission transfer capability to, more remote 
markets, including California, in the Energy Study models that inform 
BC Hydro’s Cost of Energy forecast. The availability of supply and the 
market prices at Mid-C reflect expected demand and supply conditions in 
the Pacific Northwest, which in turn is from others regions such as 
California or the Desert Southwest to or from the Pacific Northwest. 
Therefore, BC Hydro currently does not intend to explicitly incorporate 
California market prices into the Energy Study.

3.309.3 Please discuss whether there are external market risks that 
BC Hydro is exposed to that are not associated with participation 
in external markets. For example, how would the Energy Study 
consider the effect of a sudden increase in demand in the Desert 
Southwest, or the effect of an increase in supply from solar energy 
in California?

RESPONSE:

BC Hydro assumes that ‘external market risks’ in the question relates to the risk 
of market prices being higher or lower than forecast, which would affect the Cost 
of Energy. 

Yes, there are external market risks that BC Hydro is exposed to because the price 
that BC Hydro pays to or receives from Powerex for its purchases or sales is 
based on a market index price at Mid-C. Consequently, BC Hydro considers the 
Mid-C price in its Energy Studies.  

The Energy Study would consider the effect of a sudden increase in demand in 
the Desert Southwest, or the effect of an increase in supply from solar energy in 
California, only to the extent such changes impact the Mid-C price (due to the 
integrated nature of western energy markets). As with any commodity, forward 
market prices already factor in risks in remote markets to the extent that they 
impact prices in the local market.
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Reference: COST OF ENERGY
Exhibit B-1, p. 4-16; Appendix DD, p. 12; Exhibit B-5, 
BCUC IR 29.1, 29.1.1, 30.1, 30.2
Monthly energy study – risk management

BC Hydro’s response to BCUC IR 30.1 in Exhibit B-5 stated: 

BC Hydro does not participate in external markets, and transacts 
exclusively with Powerex Corp. at the BC Border. BC Hydro does not 
include market prices in, or transmission transfer capability to, more remote 
markets, including California, in the Energy Study models that inform 
BC Hydro’s Cost of Energy forecast. The availability of supply and the 
market prices at Mid-C reflect expected demand and supply conditions in 
the Pacific Northwest, which in turn is from others regions such as 
California or the Desert Southwest to or from the Pacific Northwest. 
Therefore, BC Hydro currently does not intend to explicitly incorporate 
California market prices into the Energy Study.

3.309.4 Please discuss what strategies BC Hydro has in place to protect 
its shareholder and ratepayers from the external market risks 
discussed in the response to the preceding IR.

RESPONSE:

BC Hydro operates its System Storage to help protect ratepayers from changes in 
market prices because storage provides some flexibility to time Market Purchases 
and Surplus Sales.

BC Hydro also incorporates market price variability into its optimization of net 
revenue from operations in the Energy Study. As described in BC Hydro’s
response to BCUC IR 1.31.1, variability in market prices is only one component of 
the overall variability considered in the Energy Study and is addressed by 
considering a range of possible Mid-C prices over the five-year horizon of the 
Energy Study. 

Variances between forecast and actual Cost of Energy are deferred to the Cost of 
Energy variance accounts for future recovery from or refund to ratepayers. 
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Exhibit B-1, p. 4-16; Appendix DD, p. 12; Exhibit B-5, 
BCUC IR 29.1, 29.1.1, 30.1, 30.2
Monthly energy study – risk management

BC Hydro’s response to BCUC IR 30.2 stated: 

The current Energy Study market model forecasts import and export 
activity at the B.C. border, and includes forward market prices at Henry 
Hub and forward prices for electricity at Mid-C.

Trading activity by Powerex Corp. in external markets, including in the 
Energy Imbalance Market, is not captured in the modeling. Market risks 
associated with participation in external markets are not included in the 
current Market Model as these market risks are risks managed by Powerex 
as the entity that participates in external markets.

3.309.5 Please explain why Henry Hub forward market prices are included 
in the Energy Study, but forward market prices from regions such 
as California or the Desert Southwest are excluded, given that 
both forward market prices are not directly associated with import 
and export activity at the BC Border.

RESPONSE:

As noted on page 4-15 of the Application, “At the beginning of each Energy Study, 
Powerex provides BC Hydro with forward market price curves for electricity at 
Mid-C and gas prices at Sumas. The Energy Study uses these forward curves as a 
starting point and then adds variability to these prices to capture an expected 
range of price uncertainty.”

Henry Hub is the most liquid forward natural gas trading market in North America 
with a long history of spot and forward trading prices. In the forward markets, 
Sumas Gas prices trade as a basis to the Henry Hub price. BC Hydro thus uses 
the Henry Hub Price to help forecast potential variability in gas prices at Sumas. 
California and Desert Southwest forward market prices do not provide any 
incremental benefit for forecasting Mid-C forward prices because Mid-C forward 
prices are similarly liquid to California or the Desert Southwest and Mid-C prices 
are not defined as a spread to California or the Desert Southwest. The Energy 
Studies market model uses the historic spot and forward prices as part of the 
process that develops the range of price uncertainty. 
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Reference: COST OF ENERGY
Exhibit B-1, p. 4-16; Appendix DD, p. 12; Exhibit B-5, 
BCUC IR 29.1, 29.1.1, 30.1, 30.2
Monthly energy study – risk management

BC Hydro’s response to BCUC IR 30.2 stated: 

The current Energy Study market model forecasts import and export 
activity at the B.C. border, and includes forward market prices at Henry 
Hub and forward prices for electricity at Mid-C.

Trading activity by Powerex Corp. in external markets, including in the 
Energy Imbalance Market, is not captured in the modeling. Market risks 
associated with participation in external markets are not included in the 
current Market Model as these market risks are risks managed by Powerex 
as the entity that participates in external markets.

3.309.6 Please provide a chart for the period F2015 to F2019 that graphs 
the actual monthly Henry Hub price against each of the Sumas 
gas price and the Mid-C spot price. As part of your response, 
please explain any correlations or relationships between Henry 
Hub and Sumas, and Henry Hub and Mid-C.

RESPONSE:

The requested chart has not been provided. BC Hydro has received this data 
pursuant to subscription services with Platts and ICE Data, LP, both of which are
subject to confidentiality restrictions. BC Hydro is therefore not authorized to 
disclose the data unless consent is obtained. BC Hydro will seek to obtain 
consent from Platts and ICE Data, LP and, if obtained, BC Hydro will provide the 
data to the BCUC as part of its response to the fourth round of Information 
Requests. Any such disclosure by BC Hydro would need to be subject to the 
BCUC confirming that the information would remain confidential to the BCUC 
only. 

Henry Hub prices have historically been driven by North American natural gas 
supply and demand fundamentals. Sumas gas prices are often correlated to Henry 
Hub gas prices, but can become separated as a result of local conditions.

Mid-C prices are generally correlated with Sumas gas prices because natural gas 
fired generation in the Pacific Northwest is often the marginal source of energy. 
However, there are times when Mid-C prices disconnect from the Sumas gas 
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price. One example of this occurs during the freshet, when most of the Pacific 
Northwest gas-fired generation is shutdown. Another example when a disconnect 
can occur is when there are generation capacity constraints. 
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Reference: COST OF ENERGY
Exhibit B-1, pp. 4-16–4-17; Exhibit B-5, BCUC IR 163.1, 
Attachment 3, Table 1, p. 2; Attachment 7, p. 1; 
BCUC IR 163.1.1
Exports from BC

BC Hydro’s response to BCUC IR 163.1 stated:

…BC Hydro also notes that in any scenario where Point B is at the U.S. 
border, this indicates that the Transmission Customer intends to export 
electrical energy from Canada for sale in the U.S. In order to do so, the 
Transmission customer also requires an export sales permit or licence from 
the National Energy Board (NEB), which has jurisdiction to regulate 
electricity energy exports from Canada.

Excerpts from Table 1 of Attachment 3 in response to BCUC IR 163.1 is provided 
below, and identifies the potential Path Name and Point of Receipt (POR) and 
Point of Delivery (POD) Combinations for exports from the BC Hydro System to 
the U.S. and Alberta:

Page 1 of Attachment 7 to BCUC IR 163.1 stated:

BC Hydro requires the use of eTags to schedule energy in both 
Pre-schedule and Real-time for all interchange energy transactions, 
including internal paths.

An important element of the eTag is its specification of which 
transmission reservation the energy is to be scheduled on.
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BC Hydro’s response to BCUC IR 163.1.1 stated:

In this scenario, Point A could be the Point of Receipt for a generator 
located in BC Hydro’s Service area while Point B could be the Point of 
Delivery at a border for the Point to Point reservation.

For example, the path, Point of Receipt, and Point of Delivery could be as 
follows:

Path = W/BCHA/BCHA-BPAT/GMS.MCA.REV-BC.US.BORDER

In the above example, the path is from BC Hydro’s service area to the U.S. 
Border.

This scenario represents all transmission exports from BC Hydro’s service 
area because Network Integration Transmission Service cannot be used for 
third party sales.

3.310.1 Please provide an eTag that reflects an export of electricity from 
BC Hydro’s system to the U.S., using each of the applicable 
export paths reflected in Table 1 of the preamble. As part of your 
response, please explain any terms on the eTag that have not 
been explained in either the Application or in the responses 
to IR No. 1 or 2 of this proceeding.

RESPONSE:

Attachment 1 to this response provides eTag examples reflecting the export of 
electricity from BC Hydro’s system to the U.S. for the following export 
transmission paths: 

1. W/BCHA/BCHA-BPAT/KI-BC.US.BORDER; 

2. W/BCHA/BCHA-BPAT/GMS.MCA.REV-BC.US.BORDER; 

3. W/BCHA/BCHA-BPAT/BCHA.INT.SYS -BC.US.BORDER; and

4. W/BCHA/BCHA-BPAT/BCHA.LM.SYS-BC.US.BORDER. 

This attachment is being filed in confidence with the BCUC only. The eTags 
included in this attachment represent confidential customer business information 
and the eTag print-out format is proprietary to BC Hydro’s webSmartTag supplier.  
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BC Hydro does not have a recent transmission reservation on the path 
W/BCHA/BCHA-BPAT/ POWELL.RIVER-BC.US.BORDER. Accordingly, no eTag 
example is available for this path.

Please also refer to BC Hydro’s Submitting Energy Schedules Business Practice,
previously provided as Attachment 7 to BC Hydro’s response to BCUC IR 1.163.1, 
for additional discussion of scheduling on BC Hydro’s transmission system.

The following table provides the definitions of abbreviations used in eTags.  

Abbreviation Definition

GCA Generation Control Area

PSE Purchasing Selling Entity

LCA Load Control Area

CA Control Area

TP Transmission Provider

MO Market Operator

Sched Entities Scheduling Entities

Product: 1-NS Non-Firm Service over secondary receipt and delivery 
points

Product: 2-NH Non-Firm Hourly Service

Product: 3-ND Non-Firm Daily Service

Product: 4-NW Non-Firm Weekly Service

Product: 5-NM Non-Firm Monthly Service

Product: 6-NN Network Integration Transmission Service from sources 
not designated as network resources

Product: 7-F Firm Point-to-Point Transmission

Product: 7-FN Network Integration Transmission Service from 
Designated Resources

Attachment 2 to this response summarizes the information and terms contained 
within eTags. This attachment is being filed in confidence with the BCUC only as it 
is proprietary to BC Hydro’s webSmartTag supplier. 

For additional information on eTags, please refer to the section “Parts of an 
e-Tag”, beginning on page 12 of the Interchange Reference Guidelines published 
by the North American Electric Reliability Corporation and included as 
Attachment 3 to this response.
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310.0 E. CHAPTER 4 – COST OF ENERGY

Reference: COST OF ENERGY
Exhibit B-1, pp. 4-16–4-17; Exhibit B-5, BCUC IR 163.1, 
Attachment 3, Table 1, p. 2; Attachment 7, p. 1; 
BCUC IR 163.1.1
Exports from BC

BC Hydro’s response to BCUC IR 163.1 stated:

…BC Hydro also notes that in any scenario where Point B is at the U.S. 
border, this indicates that the Transmission Customer intends to export 
electrical energy from Canada for sale in the U.S. In order to do so, the 
Transmission customer also requires an export sales permit or licence from 
the National Energy Board (NEB), which has jurisdiction to regulate 
electricity energy exports from Canada.

Excerpts from Table 1 of Attachment 3 in response to BCUC IR 163.1 is provided 
below, and identifies the potential Path Name and Point of Receipt (POR) and 
Point of Delivery (POD) Combinations for exports from the BC Hydro System to 
the U.S. and Alberta:

Page 1 of Attachment 7 to BCUC IR 163.1 stated:

BC Hydro requires the use of eTags to schedule energy in both 
Pre-schedule and Real-time for all interchange energy transactions, 
including internal paths.

An important element of the eTag is its specification of which 
transmission reservation the energy is to be scheduled on.
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BC Hydro’s response to BCUC IR 163.1.1 stated:

In this scenario, Point A could be the Point of Receipt for a generator 
located in BC Hydro’s Service area while Point B could be the Point of 
Delivery at a border for the Point to Point reservation.

For example, the path, Point of Receipt, and Point of Delivery could be as 
follows:

Path = W/BCHA/BCHA-BPAT/GMS.MCA.REV-BC.US.BORDER

In the above example, the path is from BC Hydro’s service area to the U.S. 
Border.

This scenario represents all transmission exports from BC Hydro’s service 
area because Network Integration Transmission Service cannot be used for 
third party sales.

3.310.2 Please provide an eTag that represents an export of electricity 
from BC Hydro’s system to Alberta, using each of the applicable 
export paths reflected in Table 1 of the preamble. In your 
response, please explain any terms that have not been explained 
in the Application or in the responses to IR No. 1 or 2 of this 
proceeding.

RESPONSE:

Attachment 1 to this response provides eTag examples reflecting the export of 
electricity from BC Hydro’s system to Alberta for the following export 
transmission paths:

1. W/BCHA/BCHA-AESO/GMS.MCA.REV-AB.BC; and

2. W/BCHA/BCHA-AESO/BCHA.INT.SYS-AB.BC. 

This attachment is being filed in confidence with the BCUC only. The eTags 
included in this attachment represent confidential customer business information 
and the eTag print-out format is proprietary to BC Hydro’s webSmartTag supplier.  

BC Hydro does not have a recent transmission reservation on the paths 
W/BCHA/BCHA-AESO/KI-AB.BC, W/BCHA/BCHA-AESO/BCHA.LM.SYS-AB.BC or
W/BCHA/BCHA-AESO/ POWELL.RIVER-AB.BC. Accordingly, no eTag examples 
are available for these paths.
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311.0 E. CHAPTER 4 – COST OF ENERGY

Reference: COST OF ENERGY
Exhibit B-1, p. 4-38; Exhibit B-6, CEABC IR 7.4
Market electricity purchases

BC Hydro states in its Application: “Powerex may elect to purchase energy from 
BC Hydro when the system has flexibility for energy to be drawn from storage, 
and to sell energy to BC Hydro when the system has flexibility for energy to be 
stored.”

BC Hydro’s response to CEABC IR 7.4 stated:

With regard to the volumes imported, please refer to BC Hydro’s response 
to BCUC IR 1.3.2 with respect to the Letter Agreement between BC Hydro 
and Powerex – Forward Electricity Purchases (the Agreement) for 
electricity imported in each month from December 2018 through 
March 2019. In November 2018, 555 GWh of electricity was imported, 
consisting of 363 GWh of Domestic Electricity Purchases, 286 GWh of 
Trade Electricity Purchases, and 94 GWh of Trade Electricity Sales. 
Appendix 2 of the Agreement contains the set of contract electricity delivery 
volumes by delivery profile (off-peak vs. peak hours), quantity (MWh) and 
price (USD/MWh). 

A summary table is provided below:

3.311.1 Please provide an example of an eTag that indicates the volume 
of electricity purchased by BC Hydro under the Agreement, that 
was used to supply domestic load.
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RESPONSE:

BC Hydro is providing two eTag examples in BCUC Confidential Attachment 1
reflecting the import of electricity that was used to supply domestic load. 
BC Hydro notes that deliveries from Powerex to BC Hydro at the border in any 
given hour could include purchases under numerous agreements, such as under 
the 2018 Letter Agreement, the Transfer Pricing Agreement, the Skagit Treaty, etc.
There is not necessarily a one-to-one correspondence between specific eTags and 
specific agreements or transactions.

The eTags included in Attachment 1 to this response represent confidential 
customer business information and the eTag print-out format is proprietary to 
BC Hydro’s webSmartTag supplier. 

Please refer to BC Hydro’s response to BCUC IR 3.310.1, including its 
attachments, for additional description of information contained on eTags. Please 
also refer to BC Hydro’s Submitting Energy Schedules Business Practice,
previously provided as Attachment 7 to BC Hydro’s response to BCUC IR 1.163.1, 
for additional discussion of scheduling on BC Hydro’s transmission system.
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21.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 4-36, Section 8.8, Cost of 
Market Energy, Powerex and the value of RECs

This section states that “… trade purchases and sales fall under Net Purchases  
(Sales) from Powerex.”  Much of the electricity sold by Powerex will originate 
from the approximately 15,000 GWH of renewable electricity generated by the 
IPPs shown in Table 4-12 shown above, and some of this will qualify for 
Renewable Energy Credits (“RECs”). It is not clear how much of these RECs are 
sold by Powerex, or how the revenues from that sale are treated.

1.21.1 Of the approximately 15,000 GWh that can be generated by IPPs, 
how much of that electricity qualifies for Renewable Energy 
Credits? Must these RECs remain “attached” to the MWh of 
electricity, or can they be sold “detached?”

RESPONSE:

Approximately 12,500 GWh of the fiscal 2021 forecast energy volumes from IPP 
facilities (set out in Table 4-12 in the Application) are potentially eligible to create 
and deliver Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) to BC Hydro. However, only a small 
subset of these potential RECs may be valued in export markets for the reasons 
discussed below.

In general, RECs sold in energy markets can be bundled with the energy, or 
unbundled and sold separately from the energy in different markets. The former 
are referred to in energy markets as “bundled RECs” and the latter as “unbundled 
RECs”.  

While the output of any renewable generation that meets the eligibility criteria 
established by the WECC Western Renewable Energy Generation Information 
System (WREGIS) Operating Rules1 is eligible to create RECs in the WREGIS 
tracking system, registration with WREGIS does not imply or confer acceptance 
into or eligibility of RECs for any state, provincial, or voluntary program.
Therefore, only a subset of RECs may be valued in markets for renewable energy. 

California is the largest market in Western North America for renewable energy
through its mandated Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS). In order to sell 

1  Western Renewable Energy Generation Information System (WREGIS) Operating Rules, available 
at: 
https://www.wecc.org/Administrative/WREGIS%20Operating%20Rules%20Comment%20update%
20CLEAN.pdf
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renewable energy into California’s RPS market, with either bundled or unbundled 
RECs, requires registration and approval on a facility-by-facility basis by the 
California Energy Commission (CEC).

At this time only wind facilities in BC are both eligible for the California Renewable 
Portfolio Standard and registered to create RECs in WREGIS. The CEC currently
does not consider BC run-of-river hydro-electric facilities nor BC biomass 
facilities to be renewable and therefore those facilities may not participate in 
California’s RPS market. 

To be eligible for the highest value products under the California RPS, RECs must 
be bundled with energy and delivered to the state grid.  Delivery of energy to the 
state grid requires incremental costs for transmission service, losses and often 
congestion payments.
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21.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 4-36, Section 8.8, Cost of 
Market Energy, Powerex and the value of RECs

This section states that “… trade purchases and sales fall under Net Purchases  
(Sales) from Powerex.”  Much of the electricity sold by Powerex will originate 
from the approximately 15,000 GWH of renewable electricity generated by the 
IPPs shown in Table 4-12 shown above, and some of this will qualify for 
Renewable Energy Credits (“RECs”). It is not clear how much of these RECs are 
sold by Powerex, or how the revenues from that sale are treated.

1.21.2 How much revenue has been produced by the sale of these RECs 
in each of the past 5 years, and how much is forecast for the 
years in the test period?

RESPONSE:

Powerex Corp’s specific trading activities in external markets, including markets 
for Renewable Energy Credits, is commercially sensitive and thus confidential.
Revenues from Powerex market activities contribute to Powerex net income. 
Powerex’s net income is included in BC Hydro’s Trade Income and offsets 
BC Hydro’s overall revenue requirements, to the benefit of BC Hydro ratepayers. 
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21.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 4-36, Section 8.8, Cost of 
Market Energy, Powerex and the value of RECs

This section states that “… trade purchases and sales fall under Net Purchases  
(Sales) from Powerex.”  Much of the electricity sold by Powerex will originate 
from the approximately 15,000 GWH of renewable electricity generated by the 
IPPs shown in Table 4-12 shown above, and some of this will qualify for 
Renewable Energy Credits (“RECs”). It is not clear how much of these RECs are 
sold by Powerex, or how the revenues from that sale are treated.

1.21.3 Does the revenue from the sale of RECs pass to BC Hydro in its 
transfer price or does it remain within Powerex? In either case, 
where does this revenue show up in the financial reports included 
in Appendix A of the Application? 

RESPONSE:

Powerex Corp. purchases energy, including environmental attributes of that 
energy, from BC Hydro subject to transfer pricing between Powerex and 
BC Hydro.  

Revenues from Powerex market activities (including the sale of RECs) contribute 
to Powerex net income. Powerex net income is included in BC Hydro’s Trade 
Income, which is included in line 17, Schedule 1.0 of Appendix A of the 
Application as a credit against BC Hydro’s revenue requirements.

The inclusion of Trade Income in BC Hydro’s revenue requirements reduces the 
overall revenue requirements to the benefit of ratepayers. Any variances between 
plan and actual Trade Income are deferred to the Trade Income Deferral Account 
as shown in line 16 of Schedule 2.1 of Appendix A of the Application. 
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MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Again, I wasn’t actually involved in 

that time when it was done.  I know that when we do 

analysis we always look at the different scenarios.  

We used to talk about the different price scenarios 

that showed a range on the market.  Whether that one 

specifically compared to Mid-C at that time, I suspect 

not.  It was probably our low gas -- low electricity 

price forecast in the range of it, but I don't know 

explicitly. 

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   Would it be fair to say that the prices 

at Mid-C over the last 20 years have been volatile, 

they are not firm, and you take whatever you can get 

in that market because it is -- using another analogy, 

this time fruit, it's the leftover vegetable market 

bin? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   I think when you talk about the market 

you probably have to divide it up into there are 

different markets in different time zones.  So the 

main market of being the day-ahead market is the -- I 

think as you said, I don't know the leftover, but 

generally what is the market is people, you know, have 

to meet their own resource -- I mean the word that is 

used a lot now is resource adequacy, and then the 

market becomes a balancing part of that.  So how much 

any utility may rely on that for their reliability is 

kind of up to those individuals, but the market is 
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really, after everybody's built their system and is 

meeting their load, trying to what's the most economic 

way to dispatch the system.  So it becomes a balance 

almost between that. 

  I should say though, I mean last year we 

did sign the letter agreement with Powerex, so at that 

case we were purchasing forward physical energy at a 

set price, so then I don't think it's -- at that point 

you actually know what it is, but till you've bought 

it, you don't. 

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   Would it be fair to say that if you rely 

on the Mid-C market for your core energy requirements, 

you rely on it at your peril as California found in 

2000 in relation to relying on non-firm contracts to 

supply its core requirements?  

Proceeding Time 9:49 a.m. T22  

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yeah, I would say that with the 

different geographical reasons, different areas and 

utilities might decide to rely on a certain part of 

their need from the market, and that is really up to 

them and their regulators.  But you can't obviously 

make that too big. 

  And the other problem is, if everybody is 

relying on the market, then that is really when you 

get into trouble, which might be a reflection of what 

had happened back then.   
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THE CHAIRPERSON:     And if everyone was relying on the 

market, presumably that would drive prices in the 

market up? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes, I would presume so.  I mean the 

market is just a reflection of supply and demand. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Right. 

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   And potentially all it would take is one 

big player to rely too heavily on that market and the 

prices could behave like they did in 2000 when 

California relied on non-firm electricity supply for 

its core requirements. 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   I mean, I don’t think I want to 

speculate on how the market responds.  There is a 

whole lot of factors in there.  There is also 

transmission availability depending on where you are 

and buying on that.  And I'm not going to say anything 

else further on what other utilities in the U.S. do. 

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   Thank you.  Let's go back to your 

explanation of how the system is planned, in part, and 

operated.  In your description of how the system is 

operated, you indicated that the inflows into 

Kinbasket are about 70 percent related to snowpack, 

and about 30 percent related to rain related 

influence, is that correct? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes, that is correct. 

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   The last time I went through this 
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from makes no difference to BC Hydro. 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   So I'll answer that from the operating 

view, and I do notice in this questions, it says for 

planning purposes and you can probably interpret that 

question from a planning view or from an operating 

view.  And I think in this answer we have actually 

done it more from the operating view.  So I mean -- 

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   You've actually covered both views in 

this answer if you read it carefully. 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   So I mean when -- in operations we 

have the system as it is and it's my group's job to 

operate it and we're just focussed on operating the 

system to maximize value.  So anything else is, we 

call it a sunk cost.  So it doesn't matter what the 

cost of anything is when we get it, we're only looking 

at the variable costs coming forward, and our 

decisions are based on that part of it.  Because 

anything else is sunk. 

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   Would it be fair to say that Mr. 

Clendinning carefully assembles all sorts of sources 

of supply to meet the expected demand load forecast 

and you, Ms. Matthews, come along from an operations 

point of view and say, "That's really nice, Mr. 

Clendinning, but we're here to maximize revenue"? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yeah, I think that what I said is once 

it's in -- I have to work with what I have and so, 
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yeah, I only look at the operating costs going forward 

and the economic decision, what's in the past is kind 

of irrelevant for the decisions I need to make going 

into the future.  

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   And you'd do that over a one-year 

horizon, a two-year horizon or longer horizon?  In 

other words, how long a leash do they give you? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Well, the time horizon for which I'm 

accountable is the operating horizon, which we define 

as three years, being the current fiscal year and the 

following two.  So within that period I'm accountable 

to make sure that we have enough generation on to meet 

load.  So anything falling within that, it doesn't 

mean I don't talk to others in the company obviously, 

if we're needing to do something.  But that's my 

accountability. 

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   And you have the competing demands of 

Powerex versus demands of BC Hydro representing its 

domestic customers, correct? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   I don't call them competing demands, 

because the demands of meeting BC Hydro loads 

customers has to be taken care of first.  So yes, 

Powerex imports and exports out of the system for 

trade, but I and my team have full ability to put 

constraints on what they do, and we set those 

constraints on what they can and can't do, because 
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ultimately I’m responsible for operating the system.  

They like to trade and sometimes there can be 

discussion back and forth on if they are wanting to do 

something and we're saying no.  Like especially when 

we're coming up to a peak.  Like we're going to be 

conservative making sure we're holding back. 

  So like last week when we had the high 

winter peak, so it's us who are setting like what are 

we needing to have, and if there's leftover 

capability, then Powerex can use, but we decide how we 

use our resources.   

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   But essentially using my milkshake 

analysis, chocolate milkshake analysis, that Powerex 

is sucking on one straw and BC Hydro's domestic 

customer are also sucking on another straw.  

Proceeding Time 10:09 a.m. T26 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Well, both are using the reservoir, 

yes, I agree on that. 

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   And there was one area that came up 

yesterday and that's in relation to the spring 

freshet.  So I'd like to show you a graph and get your 

explanation of the spring freshet that overlays on top 

of your explanation of the operation and management of 

the core system and Mr. Clendinning's planning for the 

core system.  No one said this was easy. 

  And this will be Exhibit C-10-19. 
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314.0 E. CHAPTER 4 – COST OF ENERGY

Reference: COST OF ENERGY
Exhibit B-11, pp. 7–8; California Independent System 
Operator (ISO), Western Energy Imbalance Market (EIM), 
Quarterly Gross Benefits;1 BC Hydro Letter Agreement 
between BC Hydro and Powerex Corp. – Forward Electricity 
Purchases, as amended (Amended 2018 Letter Agreement), 
dated May 23, 2019,2 p. 2; BC Hydro Application for 2019 
Letter Agreement with Powerex Corp. (2019 Letter 
Agreement) proceeding, Exhibit B-1, p. 4 
Market opportunities

BC Hydro states on page 2 of its Amended 2018 Letter Agreement:

The financial implications of the Agreement and the changed operating 
conditions over the winter period are addressed in BC Hydro’s
F2020-F2021 Revenue Requirements Application. Although the purpose of 
the Agreement was to ensure reliable supply for BC Hydro’s load at as 
reasonable a price as possible, there was a potential for BC Hydro to 
acquire the forward energy at prices that would be higher than the ultimate 
market prices. However, in light of the colder than expected February and 
the shortfall of supply in the market, the Agreement was a financial success 
for BC Hydro.

3.314.1 Please quantify the “financial success” that BC Hydro generated 
as a result of the Amended 2018 Letter Agreement. As part of the 
response, please describe what proportion of the COE variance 
between the 2019 RRA and actual costs was attributable to the 
Amended 2018 Letter Agreement.

RESPONSE:

BC Hydro entered the 2018 Letter Agreement as a prudent risk management 
decision, regardless of whether BC Hydro system conditions improved or 
worsened and/or market prices increased or decreased over the balance of the 
winter. Accordingly, the primary purpose and success of the agreement is in its 
risk reduction. 

1  https://www.westerneim.com/Pages/About/QuarterlyBenefits.aspx. 
2  https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-

planning-documents/regulatory-filings/fep/00-2019-05-23-bchydro-bcuc-wm.pdf.
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It is difficult to accurately estimate what the costs would have been had BC Hydro
used spot market purchases or Island Generation as the timing and availability of 
purchases absent the 2018 Letter Agreement cannot be known. Absent the 
certainty of supply to import a specified volume of firm imports, provided by the 
2018 Letter Agreement, BC Hydro would have set a higher Threshold Purchase 
Price and would have purchased more energy as the shortfall position worsened. 

The following tables compare the cost of the Energy Supply Contract 
(US$91.3 million) to the hypothetical cost of alternative sources of energy from 
Island Generation and the Spot Market (totaling US$189.5 million). 

Energy
(GWh)

Average Price
(US$/MWh)

Cost
(US$ millions) 

Energy Supply Contract (as of March 1) 2,428 37.593 91.3

Hypothetical Cost of Alternative 
Sources of Energy

Energy
(GWh)

Average Price
(US$/MWh)

Cost
(US$ millions) 

Island Generation (February to April)4 528 126.29 66.7

Spot Market (January to April)5 1,900 64.61 122.8

Total 2,428 78.04 189.5

3  This is the weighted average price BC Hydro paid to Powerex under the Agreement.
4  ICG generation costs based on assumed 90 per cent availability, using actual Sumas gas prices

to March 7 and forward prices for the balance of the forecast horizon (including gas 
transportation and carbon tax costs).

5  Spot market costs based on average monthly prices and assume imports at levels that result in 
660 MW across the January to April period, using actual Mid-C prices to March 7 and forward 
prices for the balance of the forecast horizon (including wheeling costs).
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314.0 E. CHAPTER 4 – COST OF ENERGY

Reference: COST OF ENERGY
Exhibit B-11, pp. 7–8; California Independent System 
Operator (ISO), Western Energy Imbalance Market (EIM), 
Quarterly Gross Benefits;1 BC Hydro Letter Agreement 
between BC Hydro and Powerex Corp. – Forward Electricity 
Purchases, as amended (Amended 2018 Letter Agreement), 
dated May 23, 2019,2 p. 2; BC Hydro Application for 2019 
Letter Agreement with Powerex Corp. (2019 Letter 
Agreement) proceeding, Exhibit B-1, p. 4 
Market opportunities

On page 4 of the application to the BC Hydro 2019 Letter Agreement proceeding, 
it states: 

As noted above, and in contrast to the 2018 Letter Agreement, BC Hydro’s 
intention in entering into the 2019 Letter Agreement was to proactively 
ensure appropriate measures are in place to respond to future physical 
supply issues. 

BC Hydro states in the Evidentiary Update:

The Cost of Energy forecast in the Application was based on BC Hydro’s 
October 2018 energy study, The Cost of Energy forecast in the Evidentiary 
Update is based on the June 2019 energy study.

Dry conditions and lower water inflows have decreased planned 
hydroelectric generation (water rentals) and purchases from IPPs and 
Long-Term Commitments.

3.314.2 Please provide a table in Excel format that identifies the 
heavy-load and light-load Mid-C forward price for each month of 
the F2020 and F2021 Test Period, as used in each of the 
October 2018 and June 2019 Energy Studies. In the response, 
please explain any factors that may have contributed to a change 
in the heavy-load and light-load Mid-C forward price.

1  https://www.westerneim.com/Pages/About/QuarterlyBenefits.aspx. 
2  https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-

planning-documents/regulatory-filings/fep/00-2019-05-23-bchydro-bcuc-wm.pdf.
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RESPONSE:

BC Hydro has not attached the excel data as requested. BC Hydro has received 
this data pursuant to a subscription service with ICE Data, LP subject to 
confidentiality restrictions and is therefore not authorized to disclose the data 
unless consent is obtained. BC Hydro will seek to obtain consent from ICE Data, 
LP and, if obtained, BC Hydro will provide the data to the BCUC as part of its 
response to the fourth round of Information Requests. Any such disclosure by 
BC Hydro would need to be subject to the BCUC confirming that the information 
would remain confidential to the BCUC only. 

In general, changes in the heavy load and light load Mid-C forward prices reflect 
broad supply and demand fundamentals and materialize via a multitude of 
individual decisions by many market participants that are not known by BC Hydro.
Factors may include changes to market participants’ expectations of, but not 
limited to, demand, generation supply, transmission constraints, natural gas 
prices, economic activity, etc. 
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314.0 E. CHAPTER 4 – COST OF ENERGY

Reference: COST OF ENERGY
Exhibit B-11, pp. 7–8; California Independent System 
Operator (ISO), Western Energy Imbalance Market (EIM), 
Quarterly Gross Benefits;1 BC Hydro Letter Agreement 
between BC Hydro and Powerex Corp. – Forward Electricity 
Purchases, as amended (Amended 2018 Letter Agreement), 
dated May 23, 2019,2 p. 2; BC Hydro Application for 2019 
Letter Agreement with Powerex Corp. (2019 Letter 
Agreement) proceeding, Exhibit B-1, p. 4 
Market opportunities

On page 4 of the application to the BC Hydro 2019 Letter Agreement proceeding, 
it states: 

As noted above, and in contrast to the 2018 Letter Agreement, BC Hydro’s 
intention in entering into the 2019 Letter Agreement was to proactively 
ensure appropriate measures are in place to respond to future physical 
supply issues. 

BC Hydro states in the Evidentiary Update:

The Cost of Energy forecast in the Application was based on BC Hydro’s 
October 2018 energy study, The Cost of Energy forecast in the Evidentiary 
Update is based on the June 2019 energy study.

Dry conditions and lower water inflows have decreased planned 
hydroelectric generation (water rentals) and purchases from IPPs and 
Long-Term Commitments.

3.314.4 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the June 2019 Energy 
Study was used as a basis for the BC Hydro 2019 Letter 
Agreement Application. As part of the response, please discuss 
whether transactions expected to occur under the 2019 Letter
Agreement Application have been included in the updated 
estimate of market energy purchase volumes and costs in each of 
F2020 and F2021.

1  https://www.westerneim.com/Pages/About/QuarterlyBenefits.aspx. 
2  https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-

planning-documents/regulatory-filings/fep/00-2019-05-23-bchydro-bcuc-wm.pdf.
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RESPONSE:

Not confirmed. No particular Energy Study was used as the basis for the 
BC Hydro 2019 Letter Agreement Application. The 2019 Letter Agreement was 
entered into proactively so that measures are in place to respond to physical 
supply issues that may arise. It provides an additional tool for BC Hydro to 
employ to address short-term operational requirements. As noted on page 4 of the 
2019 Letter Agreement, there is no other mechanism currently in place that allows 
BC Hydro to purchase physical wholesale electricity on a forward basis.

Confirmed volumes and prices of the forward purchase would be included in the 
following month’s Energy Study. Transactions made under the 2019 Letter 
Agreement will be filed publicly at the end of a 90-day period following the 
calendar quarter in which any deliveries of electricity are made pursuant to the 
2019 Letter Agreement. 

The June 2019 Energy Study includes volumes and costs for transactions 
associated with the 2019 Letter Agreement Application in fiscal 2020.  
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314.0 E. CHAPTER 4 – COST OF ENERGY

Reference: COST OF ENERGY
Exhibit B-11, pp. 7–8; California Independent System 
Operator (ISO), Western Energy Imbalance Market (EIM), 
Quarterly Gross Benefits;1 BC Hydro Letter Agreement 
between BC Hydro and Powerex Corp. – Forward Electricity 
Purchases, as amended (Amended 2018 Letter Agreement), 
dated May 23, 2019,2 p. 2; BC Hydro Application for 2019 
Letter Agreement with Powerex Corp. (2019 Letter 
Agreement) proceeding, Exhibit B-1, p. 4 
Market opportunities

On page 4 of the application to the BC Hydro 2019 Letter Agreement proceeding, 
it states: 

As noted above, and in contrast to the 2018 Letter Agreement, BC Hydro’s 
intention in entering into the 2019 Letter Agreement was to proactively 
ensure appropriate measures are in place to respond to future physical 
supply issues. 

BC Hydro states in the Evidentiary Update:

The Cost of Energy forecast in the Application was based on BC Hydro’s 
October 2018 energy study, The Cost of Energy forecast in the Evidentiary 
Update is based on the June 2019 energy study.

Dry conditions and lower water inflows have decreased planned 
hydroelectric generation (water rentals) and purchases from IPPs and 
Long-Term Commitments.

3.314.5 Please explain whether BC Hydro expects a similar level of 
“financial success” with the 2019 Letter Agreement. In the 
response, please discuss whether expected financial results of the 
2019 Letter Agreement have been factored into either of the 
Powerex net income or COE estimates. If not, please quantify 
both the total volume and cost of market electricity purchases that 
are anticipated in each of F2020 and F2021.

1  https://www.westerneim.com/Pages/About/QuarterlyBenefits.aspx. 
2  https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-

planning-documents/regulatory-filings/fep/00-2019-05-23-bchydro-bcuc-wm.pdf.
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RESPONSE:

BC Hydro entered the 2019 Letter Agreement proactively to ensure appropriate 
measures were in place to respond to future physical supply issues. The ability to 
acquire wholesale electricity from Powerex on a forward basis remains a valuable 
tool for BC Hydro to have available to address short-term operational 
requirements. The primary purpose and expected success of the agreement is in 
its risk reduction. 

The Cost of Energy estimate from Evidentiary Update includes all costs and 
energy deliveries under the 2019 Letter Agreement that were confirmed as of 
June 20, 2019. 

Trade Income for fiscal 2020 and fiscal 2021 is based on the five-year average 
from fiscal 2014 to fiscal 2018. It does not include any forecast of transactions 
under the 2019 Letter Agreement.
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314.0 E. CHAPTER 4 – COST OF ENERGY

Reference: COST OF ENERGY
Exhibit B-11, pp. 7–8; California Independent System 
Operator (ISO), Western Energy Imbalance Market (EIM), 
Quarterly Gross Benefits;1 BC Hydro Letter Agreement 
between BC Hydro and Powerex Corp. – Forward Electricity 
Purchases, as amended (Amended 2018 Letter Agreement), 
dated May 23, 2019,2 p. 2; BC Hydro Application for 2019 
Letter Agreement with Powerex Corp. (2019 Letter 
Agreement) proceeding, Exhibit B-1, p. 4 
Market opportunities

The California ISO publishes a table that presents the gross benefits of the EIM 
Market to participants since November 2014 and shows positive gross benefits to 
each participant. The table also shows that Powerex had entered the EIM market 
in April of 2018. 

3.314.6 Please discuss the pros and cons of including estimated financial 
implications of current market opportunities, such as the benefits 
of participating in the EIM, when forecasting Powerex’s net 
income instead of using a historical five-year average.

RESPONSE:

BC Hydro understands that the Western Energy Imbalance Market (EIM) benefits 
as published by the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) are only 
gross benefits based on displaced generation and do not account for all costs nor 
benefits accruing to individual participants in the market. 

As explained in BC Hydro’s response to BCUC IR 1.143.1, Powerex Corp. 
transacts a broad range of standard and custom products and services in the 
wholesale energy and renewable markets across the Western Electricity 
Coordinating Council (WECC), and these markets are inherently dynamic and 
volatile. Each of the elements of Powerex’s portfolio exhibits volatility, as does the 
portfolio as a whole. Including estimated financial implications of isolated 
elements of Powerex’s overall activities, such as the benefits of Powerex 
participation in the EIM, when forecasting Trade Income, would not be any more 
accurate than the current five-year average methodology. Such an approach may 
in fact prove to be less reliable and objective than the current methodology.  

1  https://www.westerneim.com/Pages/About/QuarterlyBenefits.aspx. 
2  https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-

planning-documents/regulatory-filings/fep/00-2019-05-23-bchydro-bcuc-wm.pdf.
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Consequently, BC Hydro believes the use of a five-year average for rate setting in 
the test year period, coupled with a Trade Income Deferral Account to capture 
variances, remains the most reasonable and appropriate methodology for 
forecasting Trade Income. This approach ensures that ratepayers receive all of the
benefits of Trade Income.
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MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes, we were exporting.  

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   But when electricity is imported into 

the province by Powerex that is later resold into 

export markets, do you ever ask Powerex where that 

electricity came from? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   No.  I mean the job of Powerex is to 

go to different markets, but both temporally and 

geographically and run their business of finding 

trade.   

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   And so you have no idea of whether the 

electricity that's coming in is thermally generated 

electricity or renewable electricity? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   I mean what I and my team do watch is 

that -- I mean every week when we are looking back, we 

look at the imports and the trends that happen, and 

certainly there's been changes over time.  So I think 

the concept that the imports into the Hydro system are 

all at night from thermal is not right.  We do see a 

lot of times now during, you know, the middle of the 

day is actually when imports are happening and I think 

the general background of what's happening in the U.S. 

market and in California and the amount of solar, so 

there are certainly times when we're importing the 

solar in the middle of the day.  Like I don't ask 

Powerex that, but I can see just from the shape of it 

that you can probably make a guess that that's 
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happening on different days.  

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   Right.  And you can probably make a 

guess that they're not importing solar at 2:00 in the 

morning? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes. 

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   And if they're importing electricity 

from Alberta, the primary sources of generation are 

probably going to be thermal? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes.  And sometimes wind, actually.   

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   But you don't have any --  

Proceeding Time 11:59 a.m. T47  

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   No, we don’t have any -- 

MR. AUSTIN:   Q   Have any precise idea of what 

electricity is coming in? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   So in terms of us asking, no, but I 

would also though, I mean I believe the concern is 

around are we importing GHGs into the system.  And you 

do, when you think about that, actually also have to 

step back, because GHGS are -- the impact is across 

the world.  

  And as we've been a net exporter over the 

last number of years on average, and we expect to be 

on average, then what we're really doing is we're 

actually also exporting a lot of clean resources, 

because B.C. -- and I don't know if it's the cleanest, 

but if you compare to obviously Alberta, but if you 
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also compare to the other states, and even California, 

and look at their generation, we have a really high 

percentage of clean energy.  And so if overall we are 

exporting, we are actually reducing GHGs in those 

other jurisdictions, and I believe we actually export 

more to Alberta than we import.  And the other part is 

our imports in general.  I mean, I think there was 

been discussion on the Canadian entitlement, and that 

does come into the system, and that is also clean.   

  So on the GHG, certainly the tracking of 

it, and making sure there is not leakage, and having 

the rules in place is important, but in general, if 

you are going to talk about the imports, you also have 

to actually talk about the exports. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Right.  But Ms. Matthews, BC Hydro 

does have obligations under the Clean Energy Act to 

generate a certain percentage of clean or renewable 

energy, correct? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes, that's right. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     But you have no obligations under any 

-- I'm asking, do you have any obligations under any 

enactment or legislation regarding the energy that you 

sell in British Columbia, or that you provide to 

British Columbians? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   No, the only part we have is the 93 

percent clean target of generation. 
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MS. MATTHEWS:   A   I believe Mr. Layton and David Wong 

probably talked to that, where they come in. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   So then at least we can follow-up with 

Mr. Layton, but to your knowledge all of their 

activities are captured in Hydro's books somewhere? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes, yes.  All of Powerex's income 

comes to BC Hydro. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Thank you.  Can I get you to turn to 

page 2 of the addendum.  

  So turn to page 4 of the addendum.  On page 

4 of the addendum, this is a response to BCUC Panel IR 

2.6.3 from Exhibit B-31.  And there's two statements 

set out in that response that I want to ask you about, 

but the first is set out on page 4 and it's under item 

number 2 where it says, "Expand on the statement."  

And the statement I want to ask you about, it says: 

"BC Hydro manages trade-offs in short-term 

and long-term risks by modelling the system 

over a five-year time horizon which takes 

into account the longer term impact of any 

shorter term benefits or costs." 

 Okay? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yeah. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   So my question is, if there's a five-

year time horizon, how do you attempt to maximize the 

overall net revenues in the shorter term than a single 
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year or a two-year test period? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   So I think we discussed earlier of 

going out the five years because it's the boundary 

condition issue, but the same applies if I think of it 

as just a three-year operating timeframe.  And there's 

-- it's related to what I had said earlier, that 

anything we do can have knock-on effects for later.  

So if we import now – so that's a short term decision 

– it means we'll have extra energy in the system, 

which may mean that it increases spill risk or it -- 

we're able to carry that forward and avoid imports 

later or export it later. 

  So, again, what the energy studies are 

doing is giving us those price points for where -- 

that guide our special sale purchases and price, that 

take into account what we'll be expecting to happen 

over the next few years.  So it's really around -- 

like we're using those in the short term as we're 

setting our prices now, and then each month in the 

energy studies we're also updating that as everything 

changes. 

  So there's -- that short-term versus longer 

term is really a question of the probabilities around 

what's happening, the probability of it is getting 

wetter, the probability of it is getting drier.  And 

the energy studies though optimizes all that and then 
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gives us the price in the near term of what we are 

using and making decisions based on. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Okay, I'd like to give you a scenario 

and maybe you can explain what occurs in this 

particular scenario.  So what if in a scenario where 

the model attempts to maximize consolidated net 

revenues over a five-year time horizon, but that 

requires sacrificing a single year's net revenues to 

obtain that longer term benefit, who bears the loss of 

that single year where you're sacrificing a single 

year's net revenue?  In other words, you'd have a net 

loss.  Is that the shareholder or the ratepayer? 

Proceeding Time 2:54 p.m. T53 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   It's not the shareholder.  Like as 

responded to in there, the shareholder isn't affected 

by what our cost of energy is.  So all of the risks 

and the risk tradeoffs come to BC Hydro and the 

ratepayer.  It was mentioned in this IR about the 

water rentals, which does affect the shareholder but 

that's not really affected by the optimization. 

  So the concept of, I guess, sacrifice one 

year for saving it for another year, I guess I don't 

know if see it as a sacrifice in that if in that given 

year the prices now went up a lot then we would be 

more motivated to make those sales now.  So we're 

always adjusting it, it's not like we're making a 
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decision that we're going to sacrifice this year 

versus another year. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Good, thank you.  So other than the 

model, is there anything else that goes into the 

decision about whether or not to maximize revenues 

this year as opposed to over the five-year horizon? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   No.  I mean, one thing that we try to 

do with how we operate is that our objective is to 

maximize the economics and not make other adjustments 

based on budget or plans.  So I guess one of the 

points to that is that, you know, we have an RRA plan 

but we don't operate the system to try to meet that 

plan.  That plan is a forecast based on expected 

conditions and averages but as we operate we're always 

trying to make the best economic decision as we go 

forward, not trying to meet any particular plan that 

was set either, you know, from October 2018 when the 

RRA was first -- when the forecasts that informed the 

RRA was first done.  

MR. MILLER:   Q   Okay, if we can turn to page 3 of the 

addendum?  And this is a response to BCUC Panel IR 

2.6.3 and at the top of the IR there's a paragraph 

that says: 

"There is no risk allocated to the 

shareholder.  Through the cost of energy 

variance accounts, the costs and benefits 
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from consolidated net revenue from operation 

are allocated to ratepayers." 

 You see that? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Okay, the statement refers to 

consolidated net revenues, it doesn't refer to net 

losses, correct? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Correct. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   And is that because the legislation says 

that ratepayers do not bear the risks of losses in 

trade income?  Or do you know?  It may well be a legal 

question that needs to be addressed in order to -- 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   So, I think what you're maybe asking  

-- so the costs of energy is the consolidated 

operation of the system.  I think you might asking 

about Powerex's trade income in any particular year -- 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Mm-hmm. 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   -- and if its negative?  So I  

believe -- 

MR. GHIKAS:     If we're getting into the interpretation 

of the legal thing, I mean we can speak to that, but 

there is -- I believe there's a commitment from BC 

Hydro in respect of absorbing any losses in that 

account, I believe, is possibly what my friend is 

referring to.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Just to be clear you mean the 
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shareholder would absorb the losses, is that correct? 

MR. GHIKAS:     Pardon me, yes.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Thank you. 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   So there used to be on Powerex's 

income a cap of the 200 and on the zero.  So the 200 

was removed but zero is still there. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     But the zero is still there, thank 

you.  

MR. MILLER:   Q   So let's just run through that a bit 

then because I'd like to take the panel through the 

history of this.  So I believe the starting point is 

Heritage Special Direction No. HC2 to the British 

Columbia Utilities Commission and it's at page 7 of 

the addendum.  And there's a definition of trade 

income at the bottom of the page.  Are you there? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   And under trade income under the 

subsection (a), or I guess we'll just read the 

definition. 

Proceeding Time 2:59 p.m. T54 

"Trade income means the audited net income of 

Powerex Corp. according to generally accepted 

accounting principles, adjusted by (a) if the 

audited net income is less than zero, adding the 

amount necessary to make it zero…" 

 And then over the page on (b)  
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"…where the audited net income is greater than 

200 million, subtracting any amounts in excess 

of 200 million." 

 Do you see that? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   So essentially what that did is put in a 

floor of zero and a cap of 200 million on trade 

income, correct? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes, that's correct.   

MR. MILLER:   Q   Okay.  And then if we --  

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   And sorry, that was the date 2003, is 

that right?  On the order? 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Yes. 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yeah, okay.   

MR. MILLER:   Q   2004 I think it was. 

  Now, if we move on in time to 2012, if you 

go to page 18 of the addendum, there was an amendment 

to the definition of trade income, and that amendment 

removed the $200 million cap on trade income, correct? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes, that's correct.   

MR. MILLER:   Q   Now, as a result of the definition of 

trade income, ratepayers were protected from any 

downside to Powerex's trade income activities because 

the floor was set at zero, correct? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes, that's correct.   

MR. MILLER:   Q   Now, if we go to page 25, this is 2014, 
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it is another amendment, and under section 7, 

subsection 7(b), the TIDA, or the trade income 

deferral account, would continue to operate as a 

mechanism to capture variances between forecasts and 

actual trade income, correct?  That is where it says 

"must allow the Authority to continue to defer to the 

trade income deferral account, the variances between 

forecast trade income?" 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes, that's correct.   

MR. MILLER:   Q   Go to page 23 of the addendum, there was 

an exception in the definition under trade income, 

where it says under subsection (d),  

"…as a result of a change in the definition 

of trade income."   

  So, rather than defining trade income as a 

value between zero to 200 million as it previously had 

been, trade income is now defined as the greater of 

Powerex's net income, or zero, in any fiscal year 

except for 2014, correct.  Sub (e) is the exception 

for 2014? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes, I believe that is correct, that's 

how I understand it, that there is no cap, but there 

is still a floor.  And I'm not sure what the 2014 is.  

MR. MILLER:   Q   Do you understand the F2014 exception to 

relate to the California settlements for Powerex's 

trading activities? 
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MS. MATTHEWS:   A   I could assume so, but I don’t 

actually know. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Well, if your assumption is wrong, could 

you let us know through an undertaking? 

INFORMATION REQUEST 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   I can do that, yes.  

MR. MILLER:   Q   And do you know the approximate amount  

-- of that amount, was it roughly 200 million? 

Proceeding Time 3:04 p.m. T55 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   I don't that amount. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Do you know -- does anyone on the panel 

know if ratepayers are still paying for the California 

settlement in the trade income deferral account today 

or had it been fully amortized? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   I don't know the answer to that. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Do you know which panel we would be 

addressing that? 

MR. GHIKAS:     They would've already been -- 

MR. MILLER:   That panel has gone? 

MR. GHIKAS:     That panel is finished, yeah. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   If I can get you to direct your 

attention to pages 13 and 14 of the addendum.  This is 

a transcript reference, page 1426, and it relates to 

an exchange between the Chair and you, Ms. Matthews.  

So there's been a lot of discussion about Hydro 

working to maximize consolidated net revenues.  And 
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beginning on line 22 of page 1426 of the transcript 

and continuing on to the next page, you say: 

"We operate the system to -- it's to 

maximize the consolidated operation net 

revenue.  And I know that's sort of our 

mantra and that we say it all the time.  And 

what it means when I say consolidated is 

that it's the BC Hydro domestic buying and 

selling, or selling our surplus and buying 

for our deficit and the Powerex trade." 

 Do you see that? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Now, do you agree that increasing these 

kinds of opportunities and transactions to maximize 

consolidated net revenue may also increase the risk to 

Hydro, potentially the losses that may flow to BC 

Hydro ratepayers? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   No.  And, again, it's -- I guess it's 

what I had said before in terms of -- I mean, one, we 

have to meet our load first, that's our obligation and 

we plan the system to meet our load.  And then we use 

the system to then generate the operational net 

revenue, which is what's the best way to operate that 

system to meet our load and create value for 

ratepayers?  So having the objective to consolidate 

net revenue from operations I believe accomplishes 
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that. 

  Now, we did in a few places talk about --- 

I think there were some IRs that asked about what if 

your objective was something different.  I'm trying to 

find those there.  But within that IR I think how we 

had answered it was that if we had a different 

objective, it might address one risk versus another, 

but our overall value of the system would be less.  So 

I don't see that our objective of maximizing 

consolidated net revenue feeds into increasing that 

risk. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Ms. Matthews, is it fair to say 

though that you will always meet customer demand 

because you can always purchase energy at market price 

if you're short because you over sold? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes.  I mean we will -- we manage our 

system to make sure we can meet load.  If we did 

something really imprudent, we might get ourself into 

a situation where we couldn't, we'd manage our risk to 

avoid that. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Right.  And the consequence of that 

would be you would have to pay more for energy than 

you otherwise would have had you not left yourself 

short? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes, if we had to buy back and prices 

were higher, that would cost us more for that time. 
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THE CHAIRPERSON:     Right.  So if you were selling 

because you were trying to maximized consolidated 

revenue, and that's what left you short, and as a 

consequence of that then you had to buy back when 

prices were higher.  Then wouldn't that be an example 

of where maximizing consolidate revenue put your 

ratepayer at risk? 

Proceeding Time 3:09 p.m. T56 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   No, because what it might mean in that 

particular year we have a higher cost of serving load, 

but if we hadn't made that economic choice at those 

times when it is economic, we would be creating less 

value for a ratepayer.  So there might be a case that 

once in a while you end up paying more but you're also 

losing out of a lot of years of opportunity.  So it's 

true that by following the objective of maximizing in 

-- like you can never know what will happen.  Like if 

we could do it in hindsight you could always pick off 

the best way to have operated but we don’t.  All we 

can do is adjust as we go forward and how we see it 

evolve.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Sure, but two years about with the 

Enbridge pipeline explosion, as I understand the 

discussions that have taken place here today and I 

think the last time you were here, by June of that 

year your model had been telling you to sell, and so 
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you sold and then you were shorter than you -- and 

because of the pipeline explosion it left you shorter 

than you had hoped you would have been.  

  So did it not put the ratepayer at risk in 

that scenario? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Well, because of the pipeline it meant 

that the price we were having to buy back was going to 

be higher than it was.  So it -- 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     And you needed more energy than you 

thought you would need. 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   We needed more energy because it was 

getting dryer and now we didn't have Island Cogen in 

the stack, so we couldn't rely on that resource.  So 

if we hadn't made those sales in the summer we would 

have had more energy and not have had to buy back, but 

we would have also lost the dollar value there.  So it 

goes both ways.  Like if we had done that thing we 

would have lost, so that's why I guess I say it's not 

increasing the risk because doing nothing also -- not 

increases the risk but is a lost opportunity.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Well, it means you haven't maximized 

your -- yeah. 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yeah, so there's always two sides of 

that risk. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Right, thank you. 

MR. MILLER:     Thank you. 
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beginning on line 22 of page 1426 of the transcript 

and continuing on to the next page, you say: 

"We operate the system to -- it's to 

maximize the consolidated operation net 

revenue.  And I know that's sort of our 

mantra and that we say it all the time.  And 

what it means when I say consolidated is 

that it's the BC Hydro domestic buying and 

selling, or selling our surplus and buying 

for our deficit and the Powerex trade." 

 Do you see that? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Now, do you agree that increasing these 

kinds of opportunities and transactions to maximize 

consolidated net revenue may also increase the risk to 

Hydro, potentially the losses that may flow to BC 

Hydro ratepayers? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   No.  And, again, it's -- I guess it's 

what I had said before in terms of -- I mean, one, we 

have to meet our load first, that's our obligation and 

we plan the system to meet our load.  And then we use 

the system to then generate the operational net 

revenue, which is what's the best way to operate that 

system to meet our load and create value for 

ratepayers?  So having the objective to consolidate 

net revenue from operations I believe accomplishes 
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that. 

  Now, we did in a few places talk about --- 

I think there were some IRs that asked about what if 

your objective was something different.  I'm trying to 

find those there.  But within that IR I think how we 

had answered it was that if we had a different 

objective, it might address one risk versus another, 

but our overall value of the system would be less.  So 

I don't see that our objective of maximizing 

consolidated net revenue feeds into increasing that 

risk. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Ms. Matthews, is it fair to say 

though that you will always meet customer demand 

because you can always purchase energy at market price 

if you're short because you over sold? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes.  I mean we will -- we manage our 

system to make sure we can meet load.  If we did 

something really imprudent, we might get ourself into 

a situation where we couldn't, we'd manage our risk to 

avoid that. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Right.  And the consequence of that 

would be you would have to pay more for energy than 

you otherwise would have had you not left yourself 

short? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes, if we had to buy back and prices 

were higher, that would cost us more for that time. 
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THE CHAIRPERSON:     Right.  So if you were selling 

because you were trying to maximized consolidated 

revenue, and that's what left you short, and as a 

consequence of that then you had to buy back when 

prices were higher.  Then wouldn't that be an example 

of where maximizing consolidate revenue put your 

ratepayer at risk? 

Proceeding Time 3:09 p.m. T56 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   No, because what it might mean in that 

particular year we have a higher cost of serving load, 

but if we hadn't made that economic choice at those 

times when it is economic, we would be creating less 

value for a ratepayer.  So there might be a case that 

once in a while you end up paying more but you're also 

losing out of a lot of years of opportunity.  So it's 

true that by following the objective of maximizing in 

-- like you can never know what will happen.  Like if 

we could do it in hindsight you could always pick off 

the best way to have operated but we don’t.  All we 

can do is adjust as we go forward and how we see it 

evolve.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Sure, but two years about with the 

Enbridge pipeline explosion, as I understand the 

discussions that have taken place here today and I 

think the last time you were here, by June of that 

year your model had been telling you to sell, and so 
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you sold and then you were shorter than you -- and 

because of the pipeline explosion it left you shorter 

than you had hoped you would have been.  

So did it not put the ratepayer at risk in 

that scenario? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Well, because of the pipeline it meant 

that the price we were having to buy back was going to 

be higher than it was.  So it -- 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     And you needed more energy than you 

thought you would need. 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   We needed more energy because it was 

getting dryer and now we didn't have Island Cogen in 

the stack, so we couldn't rely on that resource.  So 

if we hadn't made those sales in the summer we would 

have had more energy and not have had to buy back, but 

we would have also lost the dollar value there.  So it 

goes both ways.  Like if we had done that thing we 

would have lost, so that's why I guess I say it's not 

increasing the risk because doing nothing also -- not 

increases the risk but is a lost opportunity.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Well, it means you haven't maximized 

your -- yeah. 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yeah, so there's always two sides of 

that risk. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Right, thank you. 

MR. MILLER:     Thank you. 
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COMMISSIONER FUNG:     Mr. Miller, can I just ask Ms. 

Matthews a question. 

You've said several times now this 

afternoon that one way or perhaps the primary way, you 

can correct me if I'm wrong in that, of meeting load 

is for you to maximize net consolidated revenue.  Is 

that correct? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   We meet our load by making sure we 

have our generation or imports to meet load.  So 

meeting our load is our number one objective.  What 

the objective of maximizing consolidated net revenue 

is the objective of how we operate our system after 

we've planned to meet load. 

COMMISSIONER FUNG:     All right, if that's the case can I 

just ask you, where is the genesis of this objective 

come from?  How did BC Hydro determine that maximizing 

net consolidated revenue was the right objective for 

you to pursue in terms of meeting system demands as 

well as the overall health of BC Hydro? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   To me I guess the question is about -- 

so I think that's probably always been the way we have 

operated.  If we go back, I think in January I talked 

about that the first optimization model for the Peace 

system was made sometime in the '80s and, subject to 

check, I'm pretty sure that the objective function was 

probably the same.  
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  So the objective function is about creating 

value out of the system and I don't -- since our 

overall objective is around keeping rates low, that 

that has probably always been our objective.  If at 

some time in the history if we had looked at it 

differently, I'm not aware of.  

COMMISSIONER FUNG:     Thank you. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Thank you.  If I can direct your 

attention now to pages 15 through 17 of the addendum?  

And this is from the application, under the subheading 

subsidiary net income.  So if we go to page 16, 

starting at line 16, it's page 8-17 of the 

application, and going on to the next page, it states: 

"Variances between forecast and actual trade 

income are deferred to the trade income deferral 

account in accordance with BCUC order G-96-04.  

However the actual trade income in a giver year 

is less than zero, i.e. a net loss, the transfer 

to the trade income deferral account would be 

the difference between forecast trade income and 

zero.  This means a net loss in trade income 

would be borne by the Government of B.C. as BC 

Hydro's shareholder and then therefore 

ratepayers do not bear the risk of losses in 

trade income." 

 You see that? 
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MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Yes. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   So, we referred you earlier to an IR 

where you stated there is no risk allocated to the 

shareholder.  Is that true given the statement you're 

making in the application here which indicates there 

is some risk to the shareholder, where "net loss in 

trade income would be borne by the Government of 

B.C."? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   So the operation of the -- can you 

refer to me the IR  

Proceeding Time 3:16 p.m. T57 

MR. MILLER:   Q   Page 3 of the addendum is where the 

statement was weighed that there was no risk allocated 

to the shareholder.   

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   So I guess I would say that the trade 

income part here covers all of Powerex's activities 

that are on the system and off the system.   

  In terms of managing the trade-offs between 

the short and the long-term risks of the modelling, 

that is still BC Hydro's responsibility of deciding 

how much -- so Powerex uses that extra capability of 

this system, which really means the ability to back 

off our generation to import or increase the 

generation to export.  But in the end, BC Hydro 

manages the restrictions of what we can or don’t allow 

them to do.   
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  So, for example, if the trade account is 

negative, we can recall it to zero, and so that's a 

risk Powerex then has to manage.   

  So, the short term -- or long-term imports 

or exports out of the system, BC Hydro still manages 

to make sure we can still meet load.  What Powerex is 

doing with their trade account, and their other off 

system transactions that might be affecting that might 

-- I mean that is really under their business to do.  

But I guess I don’t see that -- like BC Hydro is 

still, when were are looking at these short-term to 

long-term risks, and how we are dispatching the 

system, we still control -- we can put limits on what 

Powerex can do if we think that -- like we're not 

going to let them take so much out of the system that 

we can't get it back and meet our load. 

MR. MILLER:   Q   What you're getting at I think is you 

are talking about you are managing whether the risk 

comes to fruition, not whether the risk exists.  The 

risk does exist, you may manage it so it never occurs, 

but there is a risk there, isn’t there? 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   Well, a risk of what?   

MR. MILLER:   Q   Of a loss to the shareholder. 

MS. MATTHEWS:   A   So there is a risk to the shareholder 

in terms of if Powerex ever has a negative trade 

income, yes, I would agree to that. 
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